Diedrichs Range traverse
From the Hokitika Gorge car park, the track passes six-bunk Frew Hut within minutes and then heads to
Diedrichs Creek and the Gerhardt Spur Track. The ascent to Gerhardt Spur Biv is steep, and windfall and
overgrowth may slow progress. The hut has no toilet, and water must be collected from small tarns nearby.
From the hut, climb up Gerhart Spur for views of the lower Hokitika River, Hokitika township and to the Tasman
Sea beyond.
Access to Jumble Top is relaxed but becomes difficult at the Jumble Top Ridge, which can be impassable in
poor visibility. In his instance, it might be safer to backtrack and then traverse below a large knob.
South of Pt1610, travel eases off on broad friendly tops, passing the remains of the old Jumbletop Biv.
Beyond the rusty biv, cross Marcus Creek and traverse the tops above Mullins Basin, a massive area of
low-angle tops with exposed schist outcrops intersected by rock canyons. After descending 600m through a
mix of terrain and vegetation cover, follow a broad dracophyllum ridge to the soft tussock-covered clearing
toward Mullins Basin and Mullins hut.
Cross Mullins Creek, and walk beyond the upper Mullins Basin to where the creek drops away to the Toaroha.
The track is overgrown with cutty grass and travels briefly through some low scrubby bush before dropping
steeply into the Toaroha catchment. Progress involves a mixture of walking, holding onto roots and, on
occasion, sliding.
The track from Mullins Basin ends just downriver of the Mullins Creek/Toaroha River confluence with the
Toaroha Track on the true right of the Toaroha.
Find a suitable place to cross the river and continue on the well-maintained Toaroha Track. After 90 minutes,
the track reaches the final swingbridge leading to Cedar Flat Hut on the true left. The Wren Creek hot pools
can be accessed from the hut.
Take the historic Toaroha Track back to the start.
Wild File
Access From Hokitika Gorge car park
Grade Difficult
Time Hokitika Gorge to Gerhardt Spur Biv, 6hr; To Mullins Hut, 4-8hr; To Cedar Flats Hut, 4hr; to Middlebranch
Road end, 4-5hr
Distance 27.7km
Total ascent 2336m
Accommodation Gerhardt Spur Biv ( two bunks), Mullins Hut (four bunks), Cedar Flat Huts ($5, 12 bunks;
free two bunks)
Topo50 map BV18, BV19
Elevation Profile
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Disclaimer: While every effort has been made to map this route correctly, Wilderness does not accept responsibility for any errors. Users should plan their routes and gather as much information as
possible before departing. The GPX file associated with this route has been drawn using Memory-Map software, version 6. Use descretion when following the route, especially when no
track is marked on the map. The GPX file in these cases are a ‘best guess’ of the route only. Users should use a combination of GPS, visual observations, maps and compass to find
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